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Family News          June 2020 

Did you know there is a parent library in reception? 

Here you can borrow books on a range of topics; books about child rearing, books 

about sustainable living, books about healthy eating and books about being happy. 

You can borrow for as long as you like, just fill in the information on the borrowing 

folder, and let us know when you have returned it.  

There will be a new book in the parent library. It is called Have You Been Outside Today? 108 things 

you can do to get out of a funk. This book has been compiled by Rae-Anne Holloway, “speaker, 

coach, writer and mental health educator”. Rae-Anne has a diploma in positive psychology, a        

diploma in management and a certificate in training and assessment so is well placed to bring this  

collection to you. 

The book is full of tips and ideas to use on those days when it is hard to get going, when “all you 

want to do is lie on the couch, eat chocolate and watch nonsense TV…”. It has ideas to do at home, 

ideas to get you moving, ideas for outside the house, and ideas for focussing on your body. Here are 

some of these tips….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is followed with stories from people who have experienced those funk days 

and what has worked for them, and then a chapter on tips for everyday living. 

Rae-Anne concludes with some interesting facts about the number 108. Did you 

know that there are 108 cards in an UNO deck, and the first manned space flight 

lasted 108 minutes? 

Borrow the book and give it a read…. 

 

 

See the July newsletter for some more reviews of new books to the parent library.  

Dark Emu by Bruce Pascoe  and  

Thriving! Raising exceptional kids with confidence, character and resilience by Michael Grose 

Ground yourself in nature. Take your shoes off and 

put your feet on the ground, whether grass, sand or 

dirt. 
Read a book. Find a super comfy 

place, curl up and immerse yourself 

in the story. 
Photography. Take photos of anything.   

Photography is a great mindfulness and 

gratitude practice. 



Diary Dates 

Wednesday 29th July educators will come together to refresh and  practice our 

CPR skills. WCCC will close at 4.00pm on this day to allow for the required three 

hour training session. There will be a reduced fee for the day.  

Legislation now requires that CPR skills are refreshed every 12 months. 

Staff happenings 

The team continue to learn together with Kerra-Lee Shearer. Our next session 
together in July we will learn about the different types of trauma that children 
can experience, and how these affect the brain. We will also learn about         
maladaptive behaviours that stop you from adapting to a new or difficult         
circumstance, and some productive behaviours that can be learned instead. 

Kerra-Lee is also spending time in the rooms with children, to mentor educators 
in managing situations and behaviours when working with children. 

Staff and educator leave during July: 

Cathy is on leave 6th to 13th July inclusive. All invoicing questions can be         
directed to  Eleanor. 

Marta, Cassie, Bobbie, Kathy, Gayle, Cherry and Emilie will all take small amounts 
of leave during July. 

Parent Involvement at WCCC 

The Parent Advisory Group (PAG) meets 

on Wednesdays for this semester, from 

4.30pm to 5.30pm in the staff room at 

WCCC. This will be reviewed at the July 

meeting. Our May meeting was held by 

Zoom, and the location for the July 

meeting will    depend on restrictions at 

the time. 

To see the educator reports to PAG please 

scroll to the last pages! 

The Adelaide University Childcare Services 

Inc. Board (AUCS) June meeting was 

Monday 29th June  via ZOOM. The parent 

representative to the Board is Sara Blake. 

Current meeting topics continue to       

involve the Enterprise Bargaining process, 

and of course, management of the two 

AUCS Centres during COVID-19. 

From Grace’s Kitchen 

Recently Grace made Crespelle for lunch, which was very well eaten by children. 
Crespelle are a paper thin pancake, the Italian equivalent of French crêpes.  
There is a story to the origin of Crespelle, As the story goes the French queen visited Italian nobility, North of Italy and 
as one does, she brings her own chef. The talents of the French chef and the Italian chef combined and brought about  
the development of Crespelle. The French love their crêpes sweet and the Italians love theirs crep savoury. 
Here is the recipe for Crespelle from Grace’s Kitchen. 
 

Vegetarian Crespelle 

3 eggs 

3 tbsp of flour 

1 pinch salt 

300ml of whole milk 

———————————————–———————————————————————————————————————————————- 

1 litre of tomato passata 

1 bunch spinach boiled and chopped 

500g cooked and mashed pumpkin 

10g pecorino cheese 

500g of shredded mozzarella cheese 

1 bunch basil chopped 

Sea salt to taste 

Olive oil to grease pan 

Prepare oven to 200 degrees. 

To begin, prepare the crespelle batter. Whisk the eggs with flour and a pinch of 

salt, making sure you whisk out any lumps. Pour in the milk in a thin stream and 

whisk to incorporate. Cover the bowl with cling film and place in the fridge for  

approximately 1 hour. Make crepes in a hot pan, with butter to grease. 

Heat tomato passata, bring to boil and allow to simmer for five minutes. 

Prepare your spinach and mashed pumpkin. Have your cheese and basil 

ready to make your crespelle. 

Assemble your dish as if you are making lasagne, first oil pan, add toma-

to sauce, then crepes, then mashed pumpkin, spinach, cheese and basil. 

Repeat layers and finish with top layer of tomato sauce, pecorino 

cheese and basil. Don’t forget to season.  

Cook for 30 minutes in the oven. 



Children in all rooms are learning Mandarin as an everyday part of the educational        

programs. 

Here are some more words we use frequently that your child may know.  

 

脚趾  jiǎozhǐ  “jiow ju”   toes    

 

手指  shǒuzhǐ “show ju”  fingers  

 

 

眼睛  yǎnjīng  “yen jing”  eyes 

  

 

 

鼻子  bízi   “beetzu”  nose   

 

 

耳朵  Ěrduǒ  “ardor”   ear 

 

            

头发  tóufǎ  “toefar”   hair    

 

 



 

All Things Green 

Do you know which rubbish bin to put your shredded paper in? 

Do you know which bin to put old clothes in? 

Do you know which bin to put light globes in? 

The Australian Government has developed a website to help you 

with your rubbish disposal and recycling needs. The Which Bin 

website which can be found at https://www.whichbin.sa.gov.au/ 

has a handy search engine where you enter your suburb and the items you want to dispose of and it will 

tell you lots of information. This includes whether it can go into kerbside collection, the options of collec-

tion points for recycling, and the closest drop off points including contact details and map directions. It 

makes for very easy disposal and recycling of unwanted goods and refuse, to keep it away from landfill 

where possible. 

Another option for helping you decide where to put 

your refuse and unwanted goods is the Planet Ark 

site Recycling Near You. This can be found at https://

recyclingnearyou.com.au/. Here you can enter your 

location and local council area and you will be pro-

vided with information about kerbside collection and 

recycling in your area, as well as the opportunity to search particular items to find out disposal and recy-

cling options.  

Which of the following items can you recycle?  

How many years does it take for glass to break 

down naturally? 

A: 100,000 years   B: 1 million years 

C: 5 million years  D: 10 million years 

Which country introduced a ban on a range of      

imported recyclable rubbish at the beginning of this 

year? 

A: India  B: New Zealand   

C: China  D: South Korea 

Recycling companies are stockpiling thousands of 

tonnes of which material? 

A: aluminium cans   B: Glass  

C: Plastic        D: Milk bottles 

Which of these items should not be recycled?  

What is the largest contributor of waste in this 

country? 

 

Here is a quiz to test your recycling knowledge... 

https://www.whichbin.sa.gov.au/
https://recyclingnearyou.com.au/
https://recyclingnearyou.com.au/


Room One Educator Report to families 

 

Children in Room One have embraced the wonders and joys of winter - jumping, splashing and feeling 

puddles; adding the last of the autumn leaves to mud; standing and running through showers of rain with 

huge smiles on their faces. Also for some there are new challenges in negotiating the wearing of extra 

winter layers as movement is somewhat restricted by coats and rubber boots. Sunny days are also        

enjoyed too as several children have been participating in various experiences with Dani and Room 3 

"mentors" -gardening, helping to feed the tortoises and bird watching. Whenever possible we love to get 

to play and explore in Pilyabilyannga as so much learning takes place in the natural world.  

The children have been engaging in the weekly music and singing session with Eunice (Room Three       

educator) with increased enthusiasm. We continue to keep singing at other times throughout the day to 

support building secure relationships and communication capabilities.  

Role play activities such as feeding younger babies or dolls has been evident for many in recent weeks as 

children imitate what actions  educators are regularly involved with. Many children are playing more    

collaboratively with each other in their play as they favour cooperative social experiences with their 

peers.  

We will be supporting Jace and Finn's transition as they make the move to Room Two  in the coming 

weeks. We know they will enjoy new challenges as they find their feet in Room Two with new friends.  

 

Warm regards, 

Room One team 



Room Two Educator Report to Families  

 

Over the last few weeks Emily has introduced two new songs to the children in Mandarin. One is     

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, and a song called Two Tigers. This song is about a tiger who has no tail and 

another tiger who has no ears. The song can be changed around to include other body parts. Emily has 

written out the songs in both Mandarin and English to practise at home. Recently we have celebrated a 

few birthdays and therefore also singing happy birthday in Mandarin as a part of the celebration.  

 

Dinosaurs are a big interest in Room Two and also listening to stories. We have been incorporating both 

of these by reading some stories the children have been enjoying. “Dinosaur Zoom” by Penny Dale, a 

book about a group of dinosaurs organising a party for the littlest dinosaur. It also includes different  

automobiles. Another book  the children have been interested in is “The Brontosaurus” By Janet     

Reading. This suspenseful book is about a boy who sees a brontosaurus coming into their                 

neighbourhood and what might happen when he finally arrives.  

 

Drawing is always an interest in Room Two. Lately, tracing around each others hands have been a great 

interest. And the excitement when they see a hand drawn on the page.   

 

During the wetter days children have discovered about where the rain collects and drips off the sails. 

The children have been collecting this water and then using it in their play. Jumping and splashing in 

puddles has also brought great enjoyment and learning.  



Room Three Educator Report to Families 

 

The resilience of the Room 3 children, families and educators has shone through these uncertain and ever 

changing times. The children have continued to learn and grow over the past month and their curious 

minds have seen them engage in a wide variety of learning experiences. They have continued to handle 

the changes to hygiene practices with ease and helped each other to learn about the reasons we are    

focusing on keeping ourselves healthy. ‘Remember the coronavirus’ is a phrase often heard from children 

in the room when they are asked to wash their hands and when we discuss the importance of hand  

washing.  

The educators have continued to provide an engaging and high standard program. The children's interest 

in construction, creative arts and physical activity have all been fostered. We have increased our use of 

The Adventure Playground at different times of the day and initiated dance and yoga for the children to 

engage in. The magnetic shapes and foam blocks are still popular and they have been used in new and 

interesting ways. Constructions have been added to the whiteboards to enable other toys to be included 

in the play. 

Pilyabilyangga day is always popular, especially when we have a fire. The children have helped to choose 

the menu for the day and have enjoyed eating the delicious food. Valuable time has been spent sitting 

and connecting with nature and each other. This is something that we are very grateful for at Waite, there 

are very few places that have such a superb learning space.  


